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ABSTRACT

The Persian Gulf War introduced a new, highly effective threat in the form of the

mobile short range ballistic missile (SRBM). The non-guided SCUD missile proved to

be most effective in the political arena as Iraq continually targeted Israel in an attempt

to force them into the conflict through retaliation. Although this Iraqi objective

ultimately failed, a price was paid by the Coalition forces. A significant percentage of

Allied air sorties were diverted to search for fixed and mobile SCUD launch sites. The

mobile launchers proved to be highly elusive as post-war analysis has shown little or no

success in countering them. Post-war research and development continues to focus on

the improvement of post-missile-launch tactics used during Desert Storm to counter the

mobile launchers. This thesis introduces an integrated approach to the problem which

stresses the inclusion of mobile launcher prosecution prior to weapon release. The

general principles of anti-submarine warfare (ASW) are suggested as a structure to build

an effective mobile SRBM counter effort doctrine. The benefit of pre-hostility

intelligence and pre-missile-launch prosecution, the backbone of successful ASW, is

revealed through the analysis of a circulation model which reflects the stadard

operations of a third world mobile missile launcher during hostilities. A decision model

is constructed and analyzed to give insight into the development of pre-hostility
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. THE THREAT

As evidenced by the Persian Gulf War, the short range ballistic missile (SRBM)

is a highly effective political weapon even when its direct military effectiveness is, as in

the case of the non-guided SCUD missile used by Iraq, relatively low. Indirectly, the

public fears and possible political repercussions created by SCUD missile launches forced

the Allies to divert a significant percentage of air sorties, previously scheduled for other

missions, to hunt for both fixed launch sites and mobile launchers [Ref. 1]. It

is proposed that the degree to which the Iraqi government measured the success of their

SRBM force was based largely on the capability of continuous SCUD missile launches

throughout the war, independent of whether the intended target was destroyed or not.

In this respect, the mission was highly successful.

The scramble to destroy the elusive mobile SRBM launchers became headlize news

as the war proceeded and a number of SCUD missiles, apparently not launched from

fixed sites, penetrated the air defenses of the Coalition, with a few reaching their targets

inside israel and Saudi Arabia. The speculation thal Iraq might use chemnical warheads

on its missiles increased the urgency of the mission. One can asstme that other po tial

third world adversaries noted the success of Iraq's mobile missile force and might view

them as an effective weapon system in which to invest. The threat appears here to stay

and will only become more accurate and lethal with time.
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B. SCOPE OF THESIS

The mobile SRBM counter effort is examined in this thesis. Emphasis is placed

on prosecuting the mobile launchers themselves. The current counter effort focus is

briefly described and possible shortcomings are pointed out. A restructuring of the

mobile launcher counter effort is called for using the general principles of anti-submarine

warfare as a basic doctrine upon which to build. The bene.fits of, and policy

development for, prosecuting the mobile launchers prior to missile launch are stressed.

The following chapters provie• a partial answer to questions concerning the mobile

SRBM counter effort. They raise questions concerning the actual hardware, tactics, and

intelligence requirements by modeling the counter effort as a decision analysis problem.

Included in the model is the ability to make trade-offs among methods of countering the

third world mobile SRBM1 threat.

C. THESIS GOALS AND OUTLINE

This thesis has three specific yet related goals. The first is to restructure the

current SRBM counter effort focus to include pre-missile-launch search tactics and pre-

hostility intelligence effort against the mobile missile Iaunch-,s. Second, to provide the

decision maker or analyst with a tool to gain valuabr, insight into tie developenat of

pre-hostility intelligeace policies. Third, and ultimately, to avoid repeating the less than

optimal results obtained during the Persian Gulf War in countering the mobile SRI3M

threat in future third world conflicts.

2



Chapter I has introduced the problem and stated the scope and goals of the thesis.

Chapter II argues the case for requiring pre-missile-launch and pre-hostility tactics

against mobile launchers to optimally counter the SRBM threat. In Chapter III, a

decision model is constructed to reflect the events and decisions that must be made, with

respect to mobile missile launchers, leading up to the outbreak of hostilities with a third

world country. Chapter IV analyzes the decision model and presents a methodology to

determine optimal policies to counter the mobile launchers. Chapter V contains

concluding remarks and a recommendation for further work.

3



H1. THE MOBILE SRBM COUNTER EFFORT

A. THE PROBLEM

The mission of defeating or significantly suppressing the mobile SRBM threat is

not an easy one. Post Desert Storm analyses have discounted the optimistic war time

battle damage assessment of a significant percentage of mobile launchers destroyed.

Some reports have indicated a lower bound of zero on the estimated number destroyed

during the conflict [Ref. 2]. The effectiveness of the PATRIOT system in

defeating incoming missiles is also under debate. All reports agree that the inclusive

counter effort failed to produce results which normally indicate mission success.

B. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

To. the analyst familiar with the general principles of anti-submarine warfare

(ASW), the poor results of the counter effort to suppress mobile SCUD launcher activity

during the Persian Gulf War come as no surprise. An effective counter effor agaist a

highly elusive target such as a mobile missile launcher or a submarine, should not begin

after weapon release, as is the current focus, but well before the threat is in the position

to do r*. This section introduces the concept of including pre-missile-launch sear-ch

tactics as well as pre-hostility intelligence effort in the mobile launcher counter effort and

suggests an existing structure to use to create an effective counter effort doctrine.

4



1. Current Focus

Current research and developmelt to counter the mobile SRBM threat is

focused primarily on post-missile-launch hardware and tactics to counter both the missiles

and the mobile launchers. Air defense systems such as PATRIOT are being designed to

kill incoming missiles with a high degree of confidence. Weapon systems are being

developed to allow for greater success in the prosecution of launchers after missile launch

cuing data is received, referred to in this thesis as theflaming datum tactic. All these

approaches assume that the mobile SRBM problem begins after missile launch. The

remainder of this thesis focuses on the benefits and policy development of prosecuting

the mobile launchers themtel ;es prior to both missile launch and hostilities.

Most effort to counter the mobile launchers is being placed into upgrading or

mimicking programs which enjoyed very limited success during the Persian Gulf War.

A step back from this is required to view the problem in its entirety and to determine a

possibly more effective counter effort. The programs currently under development are

essential to successfully defeating the threat, but are arguably not the complete solution.

2. Anti-Submarine Warfare and SCUD Hunting

The capability to detect, track, classify, and if needed, destroy an enemy

submarine has increased dramatically over the last half century. A Second World War

aircrewrnan, while visually (and later with the help of radar) searching the thousands of

square miles of the Blay of Biscay for German U-boats, would have dismissed the idea

of one day passively tracking a submarine while submerged as impossible. Today, this

is commonplace. The point is, to successfully counter a new, highly effective and
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elusive threat, it is often necessary to look beyond the engineering bounds of what is

available, or can be modified, today. The ASW community has been effectively

searching for increasingly invisible targets for many years; the lessons have already been

learned and, in many cases, can be used to counter mobile missile launchers.

The general p.inciples that provide the structure for the current ASW doctrine

have been developed through theory and tested by experience as the submarine gained

in capability and stealth sophistication. Although the specifics such as tactics and

hardware will be different to implement them, many of these principles that have brought

success to ASW directly apply to countering mobile launchers. Listed below is just a

sampling of ASW principles that require consideration, each with a brief statement

relating them to the mobile SRBM problem.

0 Strong community identification. Essential for mission success. Like ASW, the
mobile SRBM counter effort requires a dedicated community that is committed to
defeating the threat. The predicted diversity of such an effort (possibly from
special force units on the ground to satellites in space) will place a need for a
strong community identification with a defined focal point for all aspects of the
counter effort.

* Intense scrutiny of enemy signatures. Every possible signature, ranging from the
obvious (infrared, electromagnetic, etc.) to the not so obvious (seismic, aural, tire
patterns, etc.) needs careful examination for potential exploitation. Signatures play
a lawge role in both detection and classification of targets.

* Understanding of enemy tactics. The ability to predict or estimate the actions of
the enemy mobile launcher force is invaluable in developing tactics for specific
situations.

* Environment considerations. The environment of the counter effort will change
from enemy to enemy, country to country. Future conflicts may not all be fought
in a desert environment, as was the Persian Gulf War.

6



"" Heavy emphasis on intelligence. Mobile launcher search without intelligence is
imuch like a needle search in one of many haystacks. Intelligence (HUMINT,
ELINT, etc.) can narrow the search to a single haystack, effectively giving the
search effort a starting point.

"* Localization capabilities on many platforms. The more platforms with the
capability to localize a target the better. This increases the probability of a capable
u:'t being in the vicinity of a reported datum and giving the potential target little
or no time to evade.

"* Integrated weapon and sensor platforms. This extends the last principle to target
-0'stiuctiun. It is optimal for the same platform that localizes the threat to be
capable of classification and destruction. This avoids potential time delays and
communication failures associated with calling in an attack.

"* Large area search capqbilitits on a continuous basis. The capability to conduct
continuous searcl. of large areas is required to gain initial detection on possible
targets. The system conducting the search must then be capable of providing a real
time datum to a platform capable of target localization, classification, and
destrucdion.

"* Base watch and chke point tactics, intelligence effort focused on the locating
and subsequent watching of launcher storage bases is vital to determine weapon
mobilization and estimating enemy orde, of battle. A choke point can be thought
of as an easily searched area where a target should pass through, usually due to
geographic constraints, to get from point A to point B. For mobile launchers, this
definition is simply extended to :ncluac paths of least resistance; highways and
bridges, for example.

"* Tracking of all known threats at ad times. Once a mobile launcher is detected
and classified, there must be the Lapability to continue traclkng until either
"hostilities erupt and it can be destroyed or it is no longer considered a throat.

"" Well exercised, coordinated prosecution. An optimal counter effort must
combine the capabilities of all services as well ,s those of our Allies. Joint and
NATO exercises are require4 tu ensure all prticipants involved with the effort are
in concet with each other.

"" Quick and successful response to reported datum. This encompasses mary of
the above principles. Once intelligence is received on a. possible target, a capable
platform must arrive expeditiously at datum and perform effetive localization.

7



The mobile SRBM counter effort is still in its infancy. It should not be

limited by engineering constraints. The effort, like ASW, is multi-faceted and the

solving of the problem should start from the ground level, requiring knowledge from a

broad array of science as well as engineering. The general principles of ASW should

be used as a basic structure, or guideline, to ensure the effort is focused in the direction

to optimally counter the threat today and into the future.

Many of the principles listed in this section involve or imply the prosecution

of mobile launchers prior to receiving cuing data from a missile launch. The next section

points out the benefits to be gained through the inclusion of both pre-launch search tactics

and pre-hostility intelligence in the mobile launcher counter effort doctrine through the

analysis of a circulation model.

C. A CIRCULATION MODEL

A simple model can help show the benefits of prosecuting the mobile launchers

prior to missile launch. Figure 1 shows a circulation model which approximates the

general flow of an enemy mobile missile launcher during mobilization and hostilities.

During peacetime, the mobile launchers are kept at storage bases. As with all weapon

systems, it is assumed the launchers deploy during peacetime for the general upkeep of

the systems and proficiency training for the crews, but eventually return to storage. As

the possibility of war increases, the launchers are covertly deployed, either individually

or in groups, to forward replenishment bases to await firing instructions. As hostilities

erupt, the individual mobile launchers begin a cycle which carries them from the forward

8
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Figure 1. Mobile SRBM Launcher Circulation Model

replenishment base to a designated launch area, and then back to the replenishment base

for re-armament and further instructions.

A probability of survival (avoiding destruction) for the launchers can be assigned

to each leg of the cycle, represented by q, and qa in Figure 1. This cycle will continue

until the launcher is destroyed or hostilities cease (assumes no upper bound on the supply

of missiles). Although a model such as this is simple in both construction and nature,

broad insight can be gained through its analysis.

The model in Figure 1 resembles a simple circulation model developed and

analyzed by the Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) in 1969 [Ref. 3]. The CNA

9



mode" was developed to study an idealized, steady state antishipping campaign carried

out by independently operating submarines. The CNA analysis centered on the scenario

where the probability of survival of a submarine on its transit to a patrol area is equal

to the probability of survival for the transit home (q1 =q2). Since a submarine is

vulnerable to essentially the same ASW search and detection tactics on both transit legs,

this is a reasonable assumption. In the case of a mobile missile launcher, however, very

different tactics must be used on the outbound and return transits. On the return transit,

the primary detection data comes from the flaming datum of the missile launch to locate

the launchers position. On the outbound leg, pre-hostility intelligence data to predict

launcher locations and pre-missile-launch search tactics must be relied upon for initial

detection. Without such information, the survival probability on the outbound leg, q1,

would be very close, if not equal, to 1.0. After initial detection by whatever means, the

localization, classification, and destruction probabilities of both legs are assumed equal

"(same prosecution tactics applied).

This thesis extends the analysis in Ref 3 to a more realistic model for the mobile

launcher problem, where the probabilities, q, and q2, are not equal. Specifically, the

focus is determining what effect a reduction in q, from the current value of

approximately 1.0 will have on the expected number of missile launches as a function of

the launcher survival probability after launch (q,). Due to the excellent cuing data

provided for initial detection by a missile launch, it is assumed q, aoq 2 .

Let a successful cycle by a mobile launcher be defined as surviving the transit to

the launch area and the launch of a missile. All launchers are assumed to begin the cycle

10



at a forward replenishment base. This implies that the first cycle is defined as the transit

from the forward base to the launch area. All subsequent cycles are defined as surviving

the transit from the launch area to the forward base, and then back to the launch area.

Of specific interest are the following:

"* The probability distribution of the number of successful cycles completed by a
launcher before being killed, and its expected value,

"* The probability distribution of the total number of missile launches by all mobile
launchers in a conflict, and its expected value.

1. Circulation Model Analysis

VTe following notation is needed:

n = estimated total number of enemy mobile launchers.

Ci= number of successful cycles per mobile launcher i (random

variable).

M•= number of missile launches per launcher i per successful cycle

(fixed).I

q,= Pr{mobile launcher survives transit to launch area and launches

missile).

q2= Pr{launcher survives transit from launch area to forward base).

"1For this thesis, it is assumed K, is fixed at 1 for all launchers. A mobile launcher,

unlike a submarine, has limited field reload capability, especially in a hostile

environment. The model can easily be adapted for M, > 1, if needed.

11



The probability distribution of Ci is geometric in nature,

lI-q", n=O
1) q(q~q1)-l (1-qjq2), n=1,2,3...

arid is derived in Appendix A. The expected value (or average value) of Ci is then

q1
E[Ci] = 1- q, 2

Let qh= otq,, with ot being a constant less than one to reflect the decrease in launcher

survival probability after missile launch cuing data is received. The expected value of

C, is now expressed as

q,
E[C] - 21 - 0 q1Z

As mentioned, the assumption is made that Mi, the number of missile launches per

launcher i per successful cycle, is equal to 1. It follows that the expected number of

missile launches by launcher i before destruction will simply equal the expected number

of cycles the launcher survives or

ErLAUNCHIESJ = E[CJ.

Figure 2 is a plot of the expected number of missile launches by launcher i as a function

of ot with q, held constant at various feasible values. The interpretation of the plot

follows shortly.

Define the random variable R as the total resultant mtissile launches by all n

mobile launchers during a conflict. Assuming a large number of mobile launchers

12



q, 1.0

o ~q, = .95

z=

erl* _

Z ua
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Figure 2. Expecedbissile Launches as aFunction of c

operating independently, the probability distribution of R can be approximated by the

normal distribution (see Appendix A). The expected total resultant miissile launches by

all mobile launchers in a conflict can be expressed as

ELRJ -n F4LAUNCHES1J.()

This model assumes worst case, an extended war with no upper limit on the supply of

enemy missiles. Hentce, the model results can be looked upon as an upper bound on

expocted missile launches during a conflict.

13



2. Circulation Model Results

Possibly the most striking result obtained through the analysis of the

circulation model is displayed in Figure 2. As mentioned earlier, the current focus of

the mobile launcher counter effort is on the flamirng datum tactic. Little attention has

been given to the importance of pre-missile-launch data gathering and prosecution.

Without such actions, it is reasonable to assume an outbound launcher survival

probability (q1) approximately equal to 1. Referring to the q, = 1.0 curve in Figure 2,

it is seen as o increases above .65 or so (referred to as the critical cc value), the

number of expected launches by launcher i before destruction begin to increase

exponentially with no upper bound! A simple interpretation of this is if the flaming

datum tactic is unable to obtain a probability of mobile launcher kill of at least .35

(calculated as 1-.65oh), the expected number of missile launches may be unacceptably

high and the mobile launcher counter effort should be expanded. The plot includes

curves for q, equal to 1.0, .95, and .90. These curves effectively show the benefits of

pre-launch effort. As q, decreases due to pre-launch tactics and pre-hostility intelligence,

the critical a value increase, and the maximum expected missile launches decrease

considerably.

An additional counter effort option is highlighted in Equation 1. T'lhe expected

total resultant nmissile launches, E[RJ, is a function of both EFLAUNCHESJ, the expected

launches from a single launcher i, as well as n, the estimated total number of enmy

launchers to be used in the conflict. The following is obvious yet seemingly overlooked.

The fewer launchers that are allowed to enter the cycle (reducing n), due to successful

14



interdiction upon the outbreak of hostilities, the fewer total missile launches result. Once

a launcher enters the cycle it is committed to covert operations, and the probability of

detection by friendly forces, much less its destruction, shrinks considerably. Of course

pre-hostility intelligence and subsequent interdiction, which the above implies, are

sensitive and possibly risky options that need to be approached and planned carefully.

Chapters III and IV further address this important problem.

In a conflict such as the Persian Gulf War, a short range ballistic missile

launched by a third world country need not reach its intended target for mission success.

The mere launch of the weapon can be a political victory for the enemy, spreading terror

through targeted friendly populations and governments. However, air defense systems

of the future are predicted to have no greater than 90 to 95 % efficiency in defeating

incoming missiles, leaving up to 10% to reach their destination [Ref. 4]. Also,

short range ballistic missiles, like all weapon systems, will only continue to increase in

accuracy and lethality. Therefore, perhaps it is also of interest to examine the effect of

pre-missile launch effort on the expected number of missiles which penetrate the air

defense system. This is the focus of the following subsection.

3. Fwther Analysis

Recall that the expected total resultant missile hunches during an extended

conflict is defined as

15



q1
E[R] =n E[LAUNCHESi] = n-q

l-q,1q2

After launch, each missile is subject to an air defense network (PATRIOT, for example).

The air defense system attempts to destroy the missile prior to reaching its targeted area.

Let q3= Pr{incoming missile survives air defense network}. Define the random variable

Si as the number of missiles launched from launcher i that are not destroyed by the

friendly air defense network. The probability distribution for Si given Ca, is binomial

with parameters Ci and q3 (see Appendix A for details). Thus,

E[S] = q3 E[C-] = q3 q,

Define the random variable T as the total number of enemy missiles which succe.ssfully

penetrate the air defense network and reach their targeted area from all n enemy

launchers. The distribution of T is derived in Appendix A and the expected value is

expressed as

EMT -n[Sjl •-n, (3 1q,,} 2

Equation 2 effectively shows the feasible options available to reduce the expected number

of missiles that penetrate and reach their targeted area. They are: (i) reducing n through

pre-hostility intelligence/interdiction effort, (ii) reducing • through upgrading air defense

systems such as PATRIOT, (iii) reducing q, through pre-launch tactics, and (iv) reducing

q2 through increasing the success rate of the flaming datum tactic. To analyze the results

of modifying the above paranwters, a data table is useful.
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Table 1 contains the expected number of missiles that survive the air defense

network, EMT], using various feasible values for parameters, obtained for an example

analysis. For this example, the estimated number of launchers, n, is fixed at 100. Three

values of q3, the missile survival probability, are listed across the first row of the table.

For each q3, three values of q2, the return transit survival probability, are examined and

listed in the second row. Six values of q,, the outbound launcher survival probability,

from 1.0 to .5, are listed down the second column of the table. Due to the previous

assumption that q, aq2, some EMT] values are omitted.

As mentioned numerous times, the current focus of the mobile launcher

counter effort essentially neglects pre-launch effort, forcing q, to approach 1.0.

Examining the row of Table 1 which corresponds to q,= 1.0 gives EjT] values for

various combinations of q% and qb. The value of pre-launch tactics and pre-hostility

intelligence effort, especially in cases of both q2 and q1 being large, can be seen by

examining the rows corresponding to reduced values of q%. Even a small reduction of

q., to .9, in case. where q alsoe quals .9 (under any value of qj, results in a grcater than

50% reduction in E-!

Table 1 can also be used to roughly determine the probabilities required to

obtain a determined acceptabke level of missile hits. As an example, the shaded cells in

Table 1 show, different combinations of parameters that yield an expected number of

missile hits of around 30. The analyst and decision maker can thlen determine which

combinbation of probabilities is the most feasible and cost effective to achieve in order to

obtain the desired ET.
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TABLE 1. EXAMPLE OUTPUT

S.1 .3 .5
S.5 9 .9 9

E[-T] EfT] E[T]

1.0 20 33 100 60 1 1-00 300 100 167 500

.9 16 24 47 49 73 142 82 121 236

q, .8 13 20 - 40 61 - 66 102 -

.7 11 19 - 32 59 - 53 98 -

.6 9 - - 26 - - 43 -

- .5 7 - 20 - 33 -

D. SUMMARY

In this chapter, the validity of the current focus of the mobile SRBM counter effort

was questioned. A new approach to the problem was siggested using the existing

general principles of ASW, recognized as the leader in countering elusive targets, as the

basic structure. The value of pre-missile-launch and pre-hostility effort was stressed

through a simple circulation model and its analysis.

Many of the principles that have led to success in ASW include pre-hostility

intelligence effort. As mentioned in this chapter, this is often a sensitive option and, if

used, must be carefully planned and based on informed decisions only. The focus of

Chapters III and IV is on the development of a quantifiable procedure to gain insight into
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the determination of pre-hostility intelligence policies as well as the level of effort

required to achieve an acceptable number of expected missile launches.
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mI. THE DECISION MODEL

A. INTRODUCTION

As stated in Chapter I, one goal of this thesis is to provide the decision maker with

a tool which will give valuable insight into the development of pre-hostility intelligence

policies directed against the third world mobile missile launcher threat. Chapter II

argued that the inclusion of pre-hostility effort will lead to more effective results in

reducing expected missile launches than efforts focused on post-missile-launch tactics

only.

The model presented in this chapter and analyzed in the next will help determine

the appropriate level of intelligence effort to be used against the mobile SRBM threat by

quantifying the pre-hostility options available to the decision maker and identifying the

policies that minimize the expected number of missile launches during a conflict. The

costs and benefits of a pre-hostility intelligence effort are explored through decision

model analysis. An option to interdict the threat following intelligence gathering during

peacetime is included in the model for analysis.

B. DECISION MODELING

It is important to understand at this point that a decision model can only lead to

optimal policies ii the results of the decisions made, and random events that occur, can

be measured or predicted. This is extremely relevant to this thesis in that calculated
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results of pre-hostility intelligence efforts to counter the third world mobile SRBM threat

may not be readily available today. As tactics and hardware are developed for a pre-

-- hostility intelligence effort, so too must their predicted effectiveness against the threat.

It is when these numbers become available that a model such as the one presented in

Chapter II can accurately predict results of a pre-hostility effort and the decision model

introduced in this chapter will become the most valuable. The model is developed and

analyzed using generic results and broad assumptions to obtain regions, rather than point

solutions, which are defined by model parameters, where one policy or set of decisions

is preferred to another.

Influence diagrams and decision tree analysis are the tools used to help formulate

and analyze the prob!em. It is worthwhile to review the basic structure and methodology

of these as well as the symbology specific to decision modeling.

1. Symbology

"The symbology used throughout this thesis is consistent with that found in

most decision making literature. Each decision has a set of alternatives denoted by D.

In a multi-stage decision problem such as the one developed in this thesis, Di represents

the set of decision alternatives at stage i. D is used to represent a generic decision prior

to it being made.

Decision trees and influence diagrams utilize the same basic elements to

represent visually a problem, although the two are quite different in nature. A square

node represents a decision, a circle repres.ents a random event, and a diamond represents

a result. Figure 3 shows the possible nodes.
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D DECISION NODE

O RANDOM EVENT NODE

-- •RESULT NODE

Figure 3. Decision Modeling Symbology

2. Influence Diagrams

Directed arcs are used between nodes in influence diagrams to indicate

possible dependence between them. The generic situation, X-.Y, would denote that event

Y may be dependent or could be influenced by the outcome of event X. All

combinations of nodes may be joined by directed arcs in influence diagrams. Another

important feature of these diagrams is that the nodes are placed in order to show the

natural sequence of events. Influence diagrams for the problem at hand will be

introduced in the next section. [Ref. 5]

3. Decision Trees

Decision trees give a visual representation of all possible outcomes of

"decisions and random events that can occur in a given problem. Once again, the nodes

are placed in their natural sequence. Extending from each decision or random event

node, there will exist a number of branches equaling the number of possible decisions

or outcomes at that node. The decision tree for this thesis is constructed in the following

section and shown in Figure 6. [Ref. 5]
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The decision tree is used in conjunction with the influence diagrams.

Although the decision tree reveals the basic structure of the problem, it gives no insight

into any probabilistic dependence that may exist between events. Influence diagrams are

used to display this required information.

C. MODEL CONSTRUCTION

As alluded to in Chapter I, no specific tactics or hardware used for the prosecution

of mobile short range ballistic missile launchers are used in the decision model. A model

to gain insight into optimal policy development was sought that could be applied using

either information gathering techniques which may be available today, but more

realistically, those developed in the future. Also, by keeping the model as generic as

possible, it can be applied to countering other weapon systems that, as viewed by a

potential enemy, possess simailar military or political qualities. For this reason, a very

broad term of intelligence effort is used to encompass all friendly pre-hostility search,

detection, and tracking capability that is available at the time the model is implemented.

By aggregating effort this way, a decision model can be constructed which focuses on

the question of whether or not a general pre-hostility intelligence effort should be

undertaken, and if so, under what circumstances or set of conditions.

A decision model must have a quantifiable result measure if it is to be useful in

making trade-offs among various possible decisions. Expected cost for the proposed

intelligence effort immediately comes to mind as continually tighter military budgets are

predicted. A measure perhaps more relevant, as evidenced by the Persian Gulf War and
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alluded to in Chapter RI through the circulation model, is the total expected number of

missile launches from mobile launchers against friendly forces or populations during a

conflict, defined in the analysis as E[R]. As stated in Chapter I, this result measure is

based on the assumption that a third world country achieves, to a significant degree,

mission success by merely launching a missile and is independent of target destruction.'

For modeling purposes, it is assumed that expected number of missile launches is indeed

the proper measure and the goal is to determine policies which will minimize this

number. Expected cost of the intelligence effort is carried through as a second attribute

for analysis if needed as well as a constant reminder to the decision maker that all

decisions have a price.

Hostilities with a third world country are assumed to follow a three stage escalating

process. All stages are defined in terms of the enemy's utilization of the weapon systeIm

in question. Stage 1, peacetime, is defined as standard operating procedures (SOP) for

the general upkeep and proficiency training of the weapon system. Stage 2, mobilization,

is defined as an obvious departure from the SOP during times when the probability of

a conflict is approaching one. Stage 3, hostilities, occur when weapons are used. Again,

'The expected number of missiles penetrating the air defense network, ET, also

introduced in Chapter II, was not used for the result measure as q), the probability of

intercepting and destroying an incoming missile, is independent of the policies developed

to counter the mobile launchers.
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the decision model addresses a pre-hostility question so it follows that decisions will need

to be made at two distinct stages, peacetime and, given that it occurs, mobilization of the

mobile launchers.

Two distinct modes of intelligence gathering are considered in this thesis, covert

and overt. As will be clearly shown by the influence diagrams found in the next

subsection, each mode needs to be examined separately as the probability distributions

of the random events in the covert mode are not influenced by the decisions made at each

stage as they are in the overt mode. This assumes an intelligent enemy that will perceive

the intelligence effort in the overt mode and fail to do so in the covert mode. All further

analysis of the decision model is divided between covert and overt intelligence effort.

1. Sets and Influence Diagrams

The problem is comprised of two stages with decisions to be made during

peacetime and upon enemy mobilization of the mobile launchers. Let D, be the

peacetime decision set, or the set of alternatives available to the decision maker during

peacetime; it consists of two elements: (1) invest in intelligence effort, denoted by E

and (2) apply no effort, denoted by N. Let Da be the mobilization decision set; it

consists of three elements: (1) intelligence effort, E, (2) no effort, N, and (3) interdict

prior to hostilities, denoted by I. It is a model assumption that interdiction at D%, the

mobilization decision stage, is an option only if there has been intelligence performed

during peacetime (Dj= E).

Whichever decision is made during peacetime, whether the enemy a:x,,lizes

or not is uncertain. The same holds true for the mobilization decision and the outbreak
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of hostilities. Let M be a Bernoulli random variable that is I if the enemy mobilizes and

0 if it does not. Inherent in this definition is the concept of a time period, say for

example, a year. If mobilization does occur during the year, M = 1. Otherwise it is zero

and the decision problem can be repeated in the next period. Let H also be a Bernoulli

random variable that is I if hostilities break out and 0 if they do not. The random

outcome sets are now defined as M = {0,1} and H = {0,1}.

The result measure set, R, contains the different levels of expected missile

launches {0, r1, r2, r3, r4} from mobile launchers given the possible combinations of the

two decisions and the outcomes of the random events. Clearly, no missile launches

vould occur (R=O) when no mobilization or hostilities occur. Let r, be the estimated

number of missile launches during a conflict given that no intelligence effort "s applied

during peacetime or mobilization. Let r2 be the estimated number if no intelligence effort

is applied until mobilization of the launchers, r3 be the number if intelligence is

conducted during both peacetime and mobilization, and r4 be the estimate if intelligence

during peacetime is followed by interdiction upon mobilization. The influence diagrams

for the two intelligence effort cases and their descriptions follow.

a. Covedt Intelligence

The covert intelligence influence diagram is shown in Figure 4. Two

decision nodes and two random event nodes interact to lead to a result node. The

sequence of the nodes is important. The peacetime decision (D1) is made, the enemy

either mobilizes or does not (M), the mobilization decision (D2) is made, hostilities may

or may not break out (H), and a number of missiles (R) are launched during the conflict.
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Figure 4. Covert Intelligence Influence Diagram

Note the arcs, which imply possible dependence, between the nodes. Of specific

importance in the covert case is that, since the intelligence effort is assumed to be

unknown to the enemy, the decisions that are made at each stage have no influence on

the probability of either threat mobilization or hostility break out and thus no arcs from

decision nodes to random event nodes exist.

b. Oiert Intelligence

The over intelligence influence diagram is shown in Figure 5. The

diagramn is the same as the covert case except for the addition of three directed arcs.

This is of key importance. A potential enemy now has the knowledge, whether by
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Figure S. Overt Intelligence Influence Diagram

recognition of actual intelligence gathering assets or simply word of mouth, that

intelligence is being gathered on his weapon system. Depending on the scenario, this

knowledge may influence both the probability of enemy mobilization and his willingness

to go to war. To represent this, arcs now extend from both decision nodes to the random

event node or nodes that follow them in the normal sequence of events. The concept of

overt intelligence is further examined in Chapter IV.

2. The Dec-ison Tree

The d.cision tree which represents the problem with general parameters and

results is shown in Figure 6. Thtv sequence of the nodes follows that shown in the
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Figure 6. The Decision Tree

influence diagrams. Extending from each of the decision nodes are branches which

represent all possible decision options at that stage. Applied to four of these decision

branches is a utility cost, c, of making that decision. Let cl be the mobilization period

cost of the intelligence effort, c2 be the cost of a decision to interdict at )2, and c3 be the

peacetime cost of intelligence. Although not used by the nuxlel to determine optimal

policies, these utility costs are re!evant to the decision maker in that they should include

derivatives of making a specific decision, such as potential political ramifications and

friendly casualties, as well as actual monetary cost. Those branches not labeled are
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assumed to have no cost. Each of the decision branches terminaLe at a random event

node as described earlier.

The random event nodes are labeled M for mobilization or H for hostilities.

Extending from each random event node are two branches which represent the uncertain

outcome, I or 0, of the random event. The parameters m and h have been used to

represent the estiated probabilities of each possible outcome of 1 occurring. The

probabilities of the 0 outcomes, 1-m and 1-h by definition, have been omitted from the

decision tree diagram for reasons explained in the next subsection. Subscripts are used

to differentiate between estimated parameterm under different policie: with mi =

Pr{,nobilization occurs given the peacetime decision is no effort} = Pr{M= lI/D =N}

and m2 = Pr{M=l/D,=E). The following four estimated probabilities of hostility break

out are also required: ht = Pr{hostilities occur given the peacetime decision is no effort,

mobilization occurs, and the mobilization decision is no effort} = Pr{H=I/D,=N,

M=I, Dý=N}, h2 = Pr{H=ID 1=N, M=l, D2=E}, h3 = Pr{H=I/D,=E, M=I,

D2=E), and Nh= Pr(H=l/D1 =E, M=l, D%=I}. These probabilities are clearly labeled

on the decision tree.

The b'anches extending from the random event nodes terminate in either a

result node or the second stage decision node. All possible outcomes of the model are

represented by the different branches of the decision tree.

Thle decision tree structure shown in Figure 6 is the same Wor Noth the covert

and overt cases. However, the values of the estimated parameters used will be different.

"These differences reflect Ote added dependencies alluded in the overt case.
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3. Possible Cases

The analysis of the decision model begins at the terminal or result nodes of

the decision tree. By working backwards, expected numbers of missile launches can be

calculated at each random event node and minimizations found at each decision node.

Each random event in the model is viewed as a simple Bernoulli trial with outcome 1

or 0. The general expected value (or average value) expression is then

E[value] = ap + b(l-p),

where a and b are the result values of each outcome and p is the probability of the

outcome with result value a occurring. Note that b=0 i1 the decision model, by

definition (no hostilities or mobilization will lead to 0 missile launches) thereby

eliminating the second term from the equation and relieving the requirement for the

probabilities of the 0 outcomes (1-m and 1-h).

As stated earlier, the goal is to find those decisions that minimize the expected

number of missile launches. Therefore, at the upper mobilization decision node (W) of

the decision tree, choose

Min (hr,, har2} (3)

and at the lower %2 node, choose
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Min {h3r3, h4r4}. (4)

Continuing to work backwards taking expected values, the optimal decision at peacetime

decision stage (Di) is the one that again minimizes the expected number of missile

launches. This can be expressed as

Min {m, x Min {hlrl, h2r2}, m2 * Min {h3r3, h4r4}}, (5)

where * indicates multiplication.

From (3) and (4), it immediately follows that four possible combinations,

referred to in this thesis as cases I through 4, of compaxing expected number of missile

launches can occur at the mobilization decision stage (1)2). Each case results in a

different set of choices to be compared at the peacetime decision node (D3). The logic

for case 1 is shown and the results of cases 2, 3, and 4 are summarized in Table 1.

Let case 1 in the comparison of expected missile launches at the mobilization

stage (D)2 be defined by the inequalities

htrt < h2r2 and

h3r3 < h4r4<

The minimum expected value in each of the above inequalities is preferred. Therefore,

referring to the decision tree, the preferred decision for case 1 at the mobilization
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decision node is no effort (A2= N) and the optimal decision at the lower is intelligence

(D2= E). It follows from (5) that the optimal policy at D, is defined by

Min {mlhlr,, mlh 2r2}.

Each of the policies in the above set results in corresponding expected costs, calculated

in the same expected value manner, of

(0, c3 + M2c4).

Similarly, cases 2 through 4 can be readily defined and calculated. Table 2 summarizes

the results.

D. SUMMARY

The decision model has been constructed for the general case and the attributes

which determine as well as define the optimal policies have been identified. Two modes

of intelligence effort to counter mobile launchers, covert and overt, have been introduced

for analysis. At the mobilization decision stage (D)), four cases, defined by inequalities

comparing expected missile launches, exist and are summarized in Table 2. Chapter IV

introduces assumptions for both covert and overt intelligence modes that reduce the

number of feasible cases definer in Table 2 and ultimately lead to the identification of

optimal policies to counter the mobile missile launcher threat.
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TABLE 2. CASE DEFINITON SUMMARY

CASE CONDITONS E[LAUNCHES] E[COSTI

1 h~r, < h~r2  Min {m~h~rl, 0

_______ h3r3 < h4r4  M2h3r3} C3 + M2C1

2 h~r, > h2r2  Min {mlh2r2, m1c1

h3r3 < h4r4  M2h3r3} C3 + M2CI

3 h1r1 < h2r2  Min {mlhlr1, 0

______ h3r3 > h4r4  m2h4r4} C3 + M2C2

4 h~r, > h2r2  Min {m~h2r2, m1c1

h3r3 > h4r4  m2h4r4} C3 + m2C2
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IV. OPTIMAL POLICIES

A. ANALYSIS OF INTELLIGENCE MODES

As stated in Chapter III, all further analysis of the decision model is divided

between two distinct modes of intelligence effort, covert and overt. The influence

diagrams in Chapter III clearly reveal the necessity of this by displaying the difference

in probabilistic dependence of random events for covert and overt intelligence. In the

following sections, assumptions are introduced and the optimal policies for each

intelligence mode is determined in terms of model parameters and is graphically

displayed to determine the amount of effort required to achieve a specific level of

expected missile launches.

Although the estimated numbers themselves may change, the relationships between

the reult measure parameters, (r1, r2, r3, r4), are assumed to be the same for covert and

overt intelligence. Chapter 1I argued that if pre-hostility intelligence is feasible, it will

be effective in reducing the number of missile launches. Keeping this in mind and

recalling that the parameter, r, is defined as the estimated total number of missile

launches given different sets of decisions made during peacetime and mobilization, it is

assumed that the most missile launches will occur when no intelligence effort is applied

prior to hostilities, represented by r1. The least missile launches are assumed to occur

when intelligence effort during peacetime is followed by interdiction prior to the outbreak

of hostilities, or r4. The remaining two result measures, r2 and r3,, follow the assunwd
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rule that less intelligence effort focused on the mobile launchers during peacetime and

mobilization will lead to higher numbers of missile launches should hostilities break out.

The relationships between the result measures used in the analysis of the model are

mathematically expressed as

r, > r2 > r3 > r4. (6)

The relationships of the utility costs, c, associated with making specific decisions

are also assumed to be the same for covert and overt intelligence. Interdiction at the

mobilization decision stage (1)2 is assumed to be the most costly. The utility cost of

intelligence effort after enemy mobilization is assumed to have a greater cost than

intelligence effort during peacetime. The relationships are expressed as

c2 > c1 > c3 .

Cost is not used in the decision model to determine the counter effort policies. However,

scenarios could exist where the optimal policy is somewhat unclear and cost can then be

used to further break out the preferred option. The decision maker must bear in mind

the consequences of any decisions made and the expected utility costs serve this purpose.

1. Covert Intelgence

Covert intelligence, by definition, requires that the effort take place without

enemy counter detection. Referring to the covert influence diagram shown in Figure 4,
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the decisions made at each stage of the problem are assumed to have no influence on

either uncertain outcome of enemy mobilization or hostility break out. This is clear in

that the enemy, without knowledge of the intelligence effort, will continue to proceed

with operations as if no effort whatsoever is being applied. This directly leads to the

assumption that the probabilities of the similar uncertain events (hostilities or

mobilization) under a covert intelligence effort will be equal, expressed as

h, = h2 = h3 and

mt = m 2.

The final assumption is that friendly interdiction of the mobile launchers forces the

probability of hostilities, along that branch of the decision tree, to certainty, or

h4 =1.

Directly, the above assumptions, combined with the result measure assumption shown

in (6), imply that

h1r1 > ha2r2 > h3r3.

Therefore, referring to the case definitions summarized in Table 2, cases 2 and 4 only

require further analysis as the conditions for cases I and 3 are not met. For ease of
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notation, further covert intelligence analysis will use h to represent hl, h2, and a3 and m

to represent m, and m2. Using the logic developed at the end of Chapter III, the analysis

of covert intelligence, cases 2 and 4, follows.

Referring again to the case definitions found in Table 2, case 'L holds only if

the conditions

hr3 < r4 and

hr, > hr2

are met. Ignoring the peacetime decision made to arrive there, the above inequalities

imply that the preferred decision at either mobilization decision node (D2) is intelligence

in that it leads to the lower number of expected missile Plunches in both circumstances.

The expected number of missile launches that need to be compared at the

peacetime decision node (D,) to determine the optimal policy for case 2 are also drawn

from Table 2. It follows from the result measure assumptions in (6) that the inequality,

mhr 3 -. nha,

will always hold. Literally :,racing the route through the decision tree which terminates

in r3 (the estimated number of missile launches from the minimum expected value

expression above), gives the optimal policy, or set of decisions, for covert intelligence,

case 2. They are: intelligence at the peacetime decision stage (D,"= E) and if launcher
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mobilization, continue with intelligence (DI*= E). Finally, referring back to Table 2,

expected missile launches and corresponding costs for this policy are

E[Launches] = mhr3 and

E[Cost] = c3 + mcl.

Using the same logic from above and referring again to Table 2, it follows

that case 4 exists if the inequalities

r4 < hr3 and

hr2 < hr1.

hold. Examining the decision tree with these relationships imply the optimal decision at

mobilization (D2,) is interdiction given the peacetime decision is to apply intelligence

effort and to begin an intelligence effort if no effort is applied during peacetime. Due

to the assumptions in (6), the inequality comparing expected missile launches at the

peacetime decision stage,

mir 4 < mhr2,

will always hold. Again from the decision tree, this condition implies the optimal policy

for case 4 is to performi intelligence during peacetime (D,'= E) and if the threat is
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mobilized, interdict (12"= 1). This policy leads to expected missile launches and costs

for covert intelligence, case 4 of

E[Launches] = mr4 and

E[Cost] = c3 + mc2.

The optimal policies for cases 2 and 4 under a covert intelligence effort can

be combined and displayed graphically as a function of h, the estimated probability of

hostilities. This is shown in Figure 7. It is interesting to note that in order to determine

the covert optimal policy, only the ratio of the result measures, r4 and r3, is required, not

each individual estimated number of missile launches. This relieves the analyst of the

task of estimating r, and r2. Note also from Figure 7 that the decision maker is not

required to make a point estimate of h to determine the optimal policy; a region or

interval will suffice. As alluded to earlier, if the estimate of h does lie near the border

of the two regions, making the optimal policy unclear, the decision maker can use

expected cost to help distinguish the optimal policy.

The expected missile launches under covert optimal policies can also be

plotted as a function of h. This is shown in Figure 8. Note that expected missile

launches increase linearly with h from 0 with a slope of mr3 and then become constant

with a maximum value of mr, for h a rI/r3. Recall that under covert intelligence the

parameter m, or the probability of enemy mobilization, cannot be influenced by friendly

decisions. The plot clearly shows that to effectively reduce the expected launches during
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Figure 7. Covert Optimal Policies

a conflict to a desired level, the parameters r3 and r4 need to be reduced. This is

accomplished through increasing the effectiveness or amount of both pre-hostility

intelligence and interdiction.

The analysis can be continued by combining the covert intelligence results

with those obtained in the circulation model analysis presented in Chapter II. The details

of this further analysis are contained in Appendix B. The interesting result is the ratio,

r4Ir3, can be expressed in terms of interdiction effectiveness only. Specifically,
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Figure 8. Expected Missile Launches: Covert Optimal Policies

r4 nf(4)

13 1

where n represents the estimated total of enemy launchers and n0) represents the

estimated number of launchers remainting after an interdiction effort. T'I-s implies the

o~imal policy decision is based on the estimated fraction of launchers remaining after

interdiction, independent of circulation model launcher survival probabilities, q, and oh.

As an example, say the analyst or decision maker estimates that 40% oi the

mobile launchers could be eliminated by interdiction, which corresponds to a fraction of

launchers remaining of .6. If the probability of hostilities, h, is estimated to be
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anywhere in the region greater than .6, the optimal policy is to gather intelligence during

peacetime and interdict upon mobilization. If the probability of hostilities is estimated

as less than .6, to continue to gather intelligence upon mobilization is optimal. If h is

considered to be very close to .6, the utility cost of each option is used by the decision

maker to determine the optimal policy.

The covert intelligence expected launches plot (see Figure 8) can be

constructed for this example by noting that the equations needed to calculate expected

launches, derived in Appendix B, are

mhr 3 =mh n!2L I and
qjq2 j

m r ,= m [ l - q' q 2

Again, the benefits of pre-hostility intelligence gathering and pre-missile-iaunch search

tactics can be shown by simple sensitivity analysis. This is done by plotting various

decreasing values of qj, the outbound launcher survivai probability. For this example,

let q2, the return transit launtner survival probability, be fixed at .7, the probability of

enemy mobilization, ni, at .6, and the estimated number of launchers, n, at 100. Using

values for q, of 1.0 (current counter eflort focus), .9, and .8 in the equations for

expected launches, the plot in Figure 9 is created.

The plot clearly shows that as q, is decreased, the expected number of missile

launches decreases substantizIly. This is an important issue, recalling that ýuring a
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Figure 9. Example Covert Expected Missile Launches

covert intelligence effort, expected missile launches can only be reduced by decreasing

either r3, which was effactively achieved in this examp.e by decreasing q1 , or r4. The

covert intelligence analysis also revealed that reduciug r4 involves buth pre-aostility

intelligence as well as interdiction, which, depending on tlu. politAc1a sensitivity of the

scenario, may or may not be an option.

2. Overt _ntelligence

The result ra.asure relaonships shown in (6) still hold Lrue for overt

intrlligence as well as friendly interdictiotn forcing hostilities (h.= 1). However, an

overt intelligence effort differs ftrcm coverT in L.X the potential enemy now is assumed
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to have knowledge of the effort. This knowledge may or may not influence the outcomes

of the uncertain events. The assumption is made that the enemy may be deterred by the

knowledge that the movement and operations of his weapon system, which he feels

possesses great political or military effectiveness, is the focus of a heavy intelligence

effort. It is also assumed that the more overt intelligence applied, the greater the

deterrence effect. The nodel parameter relationships which are affected by this

assumption and differ from covert intelligence are expressed by the inequalities

h, > h2 > h3 and

ml > . (7)

The assumptions in (7), together with those in (6), directly imply that

hlr1 > hjr2 > h3r3

and, as in the covert analysis, cases 1 and 3 defineJ by Table 2 are eliminated. Cases

2 and 4 require further analysis. As with covert intelligence, aach case is analyzed

isepaty.

Again t(efteing to Table 2, and recalling tOwhl is unity, case2 holds ifthe

_ioqu2lities

h~r, < r'. and
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h~r, > h2r2

hold. Due to leading to fewer expected launches in both inequalities above, intelligence

is the preferred option at both mobilization decision nodes (D2). The assumptions shown

in (6) and (7) lead to determining the optimal policy by noting that the inequality, drawn

from Table 2, which again compares expected missile launches at the peacetime decision

node (DI), of

m2h3r3 < mh 2r2,

must always be true. By following the route through the decision tree which contains

the parameters of the mihimum expected missile launches from above, it follows that the

optimal policy for case 2 under overt intelligence is to perform intelligence during

peacetime (Dr"= E) and continue with intelligence if mobilization occurs (DM'= E). The

expected missile launches and costs for overt intelligence, case 2 are then

E[Launches] = m2h~f 3 and

E[Cost] = c3 + m2c,.

Figure 10 plots the above expected number of missile launches as a function of m2, the

probability that the enemy will mobilize givea, an overt intelligence effort during

peacetime. The parameter M2 was chosen to plot against in that mobilization is the first
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Figure 10. Expected Missile Launches: Overt Effort Case 2

event that can possibly be influenced by an overt intelligence effort and therefore,

perhaps, the most tangible to the decision maker. The plot clearly shows that if under

the conditions of case 2, any overt intelligence effort that is effective in reducing the

probability of enemy mobilization (m2) or his willingness to go to war (h3) will result in

a corresponding decrease in expected number of missile launches.

Again, referring to Table 2, case 4 is defined by the inequalities

h3r 3 > r, and

htr, > h2r2.
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Using the same methodology as before, these conditions imply that the preferred decision

at the mobilization node (1D2) is interdiction given intelligence effort during peacetime and

intelligence if no effort during peacetime. However, the optimal policy for case 4 is not

clear. Recalling that the optimal policy is defined by the set of decisions made, or route

through the decision tree, which minimizes the expected number of missile launches, the

set of expected missile launches,

(mjh~r 2, m2r4},

drawn from Table 2, must be compared at D,, the peacetime decision node. Due to the

h2 term in the first expected value of the set, which eii vary between 0 and 1, the

relationship between them is not obvious. By setting the two expected values equal and

solving for m2, the relationship can be expressed as the linear function

=(h2)mV (8)

This function is plotted in Figure 11 to obtain a graphical representation of the optimal

policies under overt intelligence, case 4. Three distinct regions, which can vary in size

as the slope of the line defined by (8) increases or decreases, are obtained and denoted

as I, II, and III on the plot.

Rc-.'aing the overn intelligence aisuwption that m, is always greater than m2,

region I is ine "ik.e. Regiwi III shows the area where the inequality,
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Figure 11. Optimal Decision Plot: Overt Effort Case 4

m2h4r4 < mlh 2r2,

holds. The optimal policy under these conditions is to perform intelligence during

peacetime (D,'= E) and interdict if the threat mobilizes (D%'= I). The expected missile

launches and costs under this policy are

E[Launches] = nm2r and

E[Cou] = C3 + Mnc2.
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Region H1 is the most interesting, showing the area where the preferred decision is to

apply no intelligence effort during peacetime. This situation exists when the inequality

m~h2r2 < M2b4r4

holds. The optimal policy is now defined as no effort during peacetime (D,*= N)

followed by intelligence should the enemy mobilize (DA* E). It follows that the

expected missile launches and costs for this policy are

E[Launches] = m1h2r2 and

E[Cost] = mrct.

Figure 12 combines the results of the analysis of feasible regions II and III

uner overt effort, case 4. As with case 2, the plot shows expected missile launches as

a function of M2, the probability of mobilization given overt intelligence during

peacetime. It is interesting to naote from the plot that the deterrence effect of overt

intelligence im the probability of mobilization does not cause a decrease in the expected

number of missile launches until m2 is driven below the critical value, defined by

estimated model parnueters, of
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Figure 12. Expected Missile Launches: Overt Effort Case 4
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This is in contrast to case 2; recalling that, while under the conditions of case 2, any

reduction in m2 leads to a decrease in the expected number of launches. If the decision

maker estimates that m2 is, indeed, in the region above the critical value and the option

of different amouns of overt intelligence does exist, there is yet another decision to be

made. If the decision maker feels that more overt intelligence can drive m2 below the

critical value then it is perhaps wise, if the utility cost is acceptable, to do so.

Conversely, if it is estimated that more overt intelligence will not decrease mi? below the
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critical value, or the utility cost is too high, it is the best decision, based on expected

missile launches only, to remain with the current amount of intelligence. Note that by

reducing r4 (by increasing the effectiveness of an interdiction effort) it moves the critical

value to the right and the region where the above phenomena exists grows smaller.

Overt intelligence provides for more options to reduce the expected number

of missile launches during a conflict than covert intelligence. However, it must be

remembered that this advantage is possible only if the option exists. Rules of

engagement or a delicate political situation may force a covert effort to be the only

choice. This concept also holds true for the mobilization decision stage option of

interdiction. It may be that friendly forces are instructd to wait for the enemy to initiate

hostilities. In this case, the decision model can still be utilized by simply ignoring the

branch of the decision tree which represents interdiction and performing the analysis

dscribed in this chapter.

B. MODEL SUMMARY

1. Decision Model User's Guide

The flow chart shown in Figure 13 delineates the suggested steps to be taken

by the analyst to utilize the decision model presented in this thesis. The initial decision

in the flow chart of which intelligence mode is to be analyzed (covert or overt) is a

separate issue which must be addressed by the decision maker, independent of the

decision model or scope of this thesis.
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Figure 13. Decision Model Flow Chart

2. Conclusions

The model construction as well as the assumptions made have been designed

to approximate reality. The result measure of expected missile launches was selected to

reflect the current political and social attitude towards mobile short range ballistic

missiles. Given that they are acceptable to the decision maker, the model gives valuable

insight into the amount of pre-hostility intelligence effort required to obtain desired levels

of expected missile launches as well as the construction of optimal policies to counter a

third world weapon system such as the mobile short range ballistic missile.
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For both covert and overt intelligence efforts, no point estimates or specific

solutions are included in the insight gained through analysis of the model, rather, regions

of preference are stressed. Should a combination of estimated parameters cause the

optimal policy to be unclear, a second attribute of expected cost has been carried through

to help determine the preferred decisions. The plots of expected missile launches enable

the decision maker and analyst to perform relatively simple sensitivity analysis by clearly

showing the model parameters that can be manipulated for each mode of intelligence and

how each affects the expected number of missile launches.

The result measure relationships expressed in (6) assured that the developed

optimal policies never included no intelligence effort during both peacetime and

mobilization. However, it is perhaps counter intuitive that there does exist conditions

under overt intelligence where no effort is optimal during peacetime.

A decision model of this nature is not meant to dictate policy. As an example,

should the model reveal that interdiction is the preferred policy, it must be remembered

that this is with respect to the mobile SRBM threat only. This would be used merely as

one input into higher level strategy planniag. By quantifying the different options

available, the input will be based on an informed decision made by the decision maker

and avoid one based solely on past experience or feelings.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A. THE INTEGRATED APPROACH

The third world mobile short range ballistic missile problem possesses many of the

same traits as classical anti-submarine warfare. Many of the developed principles used

in ASW can be used to help effectively counter the mobile SRBM threat. It is

recommended that these principles are considered as a possible structure for the mobile

SRBM counter effort doctrine.

The analysis of the circulation model presented in Chapter H clearly shows the

benefits of pre-missile-launch search tactics and pre-hostility intelligence effort in

reducing the number of expected missile launches and missiles which penetrate the air

defense during a conflict. Perhaps more striking is the penalty incurred, in terms of

exponentially increasing expected missile launches, for focusing on post-missile-launch

tactics which do not result in a sufficient probability of kill to offset the absence of pre-

launch prosecution effort. This will only increase in importance as third world countries

obtain biological and nuclear warfare capability and the maximum number of acceptable

missile launches during a conflict diminishes towards zero.

As hardware and tactics are developed to counter the mobile SRBM prior to the

outbreak of hostilities, the decision model constructed and analyzed in Chapters III and

IV will become increasingly relevant. The decision maker now has a tool to aid in the
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development of optimal pre-hostility intelligence policies to counter the threat based on

insight gained through firm analysis.

The Persian Gulf War highlighted the mobile SRBM as an effective and elusive

threat. Emphasis must be placed on pre-hostility intelligence effort and pre-missile-

launch prosecution tactics as they are integral parts of a complete effort to successfully

counter such a threat m future conflicts.

B. RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY

Recall that the decision model presented in this thesis aggregated all friendly pre-

hostility detection, classification, and tracking capability as intelligence effort. As

specific methods to gather intelligence are developed and quantified (space, air, and

human assets, for example), the aggregated intelligence effort could then be split and the

decision model used to compare thc effectiveness of each specific method used alone, as

well as in various combinations of others, to determine the optimal force structure to

counter the threat.
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APPENDIX A. CIRCULATION MODEL PROBABILITY DERIVATION

The probability used in Chapter II for the mobile launcher .irculation model is

deAved in this appendix. The purely mathematical ateps have been omitted for clarity

of argument.

The probability distribution for the random variable Ci, defined in Chapter II as the

number of successful cycles by mobile launcher i before being destroyed is geometric in

nature and derived as follows. The initial successful cycle is defined as tute launcher

surviving the transit from the forward replenishment base to the launch area and the

subsequent launch of a missile. The probability that ',=O (the probability that the

launcher is destroyed before a single success) is simply one minus the probability that

it survives the first transit from the forward base to the launch area. Thus,

P(Cq=O) = l1-.

All subsequent successful cycles are defined as surviving the return transit to the forward

base and the outbound transit b to the launch area. The probability that Cj=1 is

defined as te probability that the launcher survives the initial transit to the launch area,

q,,, and is destroyed prior to rmahing the launch area for the second time on either the

return leg to the fom-ard base I t transit back to the launch area. This is expressed

as
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P(Ci=l) = ql(I-qlq2).

Continuing with the same logic,

P(Ci=2) = q1(qlq2)(I-qlq2)

P(Ci=3) = ql(qlq2(1_qlq~)

P(Ci=n) = ql(q 1q~r'(1-qlq2)

These combine to give the probability distribution of Cý as

rC -qJ1, n=Q

The expected value of C- is then calculated as

E[`C~J P(C -n) qI(I -qjq 4) n (q.q%)Gm

4-0-

The variance of C-, is defined as

VAR[C 1J E[CqJ - E[C111

and is calculated as follows:
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EjCj2j =jn2P(Cj:n) = q1(1-q~Q) n 2(qlq 2,)n-

and

Therefore,

VARCj. (17-qjq)2  0 -qlq2)2

As s=at4 in Chapter HI, it is assumner, that a successul cycle by a single launcher implies

a single missile launch. Therefoie, it folows that the expected numrt'er of misile

launches by launcher i before dwestncion will be equal to the expected number of cycle

by launcher i before destructiona. This is expressed as

E ~UNTCES~j -ELCj-

The sante hoWd tu= for the va-iance, or

VAR4LAZ)NCHES,) VAqC~j.

TIP. tota restdtantl nusie laInche4 by aU amchikz U, unrs, P,. can tiow be expre'ssed as
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R='flLAUNCHESt
i=1

where n is the estimated total number of enemy mobile launchers. Assuming the

launchers operate independently of each other and there are a large number of them in

a conflict, the distribution of R can be approximated by the normal distribution, or

R-.N(nE[LAUNCHESi,, nVAR[LAUNCHESil).

The random variable Si is defined as the number of missiles launched from launcher

i that are not destroyed by the friendly air defense network. For each successful cycle,

one missile is launched. Each missile will either be destroyed or not. The probability

that Si is equal to some constant k, given a number of successful cycles, is binomial.

The probability distribution is expressed as

P(S1=k I Ci=c)i~k

The conditional expected value is then

SE[Sj I Cj -Ciq

and tie conditional variance is

VAR[S1 I C1 q1%(1-q3..

Unconditioning on Ci gives
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E[Si] =q3E[C1 ] =q3  q )
Il-qjq2

. and

VAR[Sj] =E[VAR[S, I Ci]] +VAR[E[Si I Ci]]

q3q1(l-q2qt +2q 3q2q, -q3q,)

The random variable T is defined as the total number of enemy missiles that are not

destroyed by the enemy air defense network. This implies that

S~T=I SiIi-

where n is again the total number of enemy launchers. For a large number of

independent, identically distributed missiles that are not destroyed by the air defense, T

can be approximated by the normal distribution with

EMi =nE[S~j = nqs( qi

and

VARi =nVAR[SJ.
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APPENDIX B. COVERT ANALYSIS CONTINUED

Recall from Chapter II that the expected total number of missile launches, E[R],

is equal to n, the estimated number of enemy launchers that enter the circulation model,

multiplied by E[LAUNCHESJ], the expected number of launches by launcher i before

being destroyed. Combining the notation from Chapter II and Chapters III and IV, the

result measures from the decision model, (r1, r2, r3, r4) can be generally expressed as

n = j = 1,2,3,4 (9)

where the superscript (j) on the parameters represents the four possible outcomes of the

decision tree. For example, 0) represents the estimated number of launchers remaining

given the peacetime decision is no effort (Dr'= N), mobilization occurs (M = 1), the

mobilization decision is no effort (DE"= N), and hostilities occur (H = 1). It follows

that

0) = n(2) = 0) = n,

as nothing has been done prior to hostilities to reduce the number of launchers in those

instances, and

n64) < n
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as n(") represents the branch of the decision tree which contains the option to interdict.

The outbound launcher survival probabilities, with respect to pre-hostility

intelligence, follow the thesis argument that more intelligence leads to a reduced chance

of survival. This is expressed as

- -1.0 =q (,) > q () > q (3).

It is assumed the outbound launcher survival probability upon hostilities is approximately

the same whether peacetime intelligence is followed by more intelligence or interdiction

upon threat mobilization. This assumption is expressed as

q_ _q =q =q1.

Post-missile-launch counter effort tactics are assumed to be independent of pre-hostility

intelligence effort. Therefore, it follows that all return transit launcher survival

probabilities are equal. Thus,

q20 =q2, J= 1,2,3,4.

To determine the optimal covert policy, Figure 7 in Chapter IV shows that the

ratio, rt1r), must be estimated. Using Equation 9, the ratio can be expressed as

( 4) )
n q1

Sr, n Oq1•

(3)q ()•-q1 2q

From the relationships listed above and recalling that n(3)= n, the equation reduces to
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r"4 =n(4)

r3 n

which is the estimated fraction of launchers remaining after interdiction!

The expected number of missile launches can also be expressed in terms of the

circulation model results. Recalling that q,() = q (4) and q2aa = q2)4, the expected launches

for covert intelligence, case 2 are

E[LAUNCIHES]=mhr=mh( nqli)

and for case 4 are

E[AUNCHES] =mr4=
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